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If p is the percentage of active substance by weight in the solution,
and d the specific gravity of the latter at the temperature of observation
(referred to water at 4° C.), c = p d, so that the preceding formula becomes :
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It should be noted, however, that in cases where the rotation varies
with the concentration, these two formulae give the specific rotation only
for the actual concentration used.
2. Polarimeters. — The apparatus used for the determination of the
rotation of the plane of polarisation is termed a polarimeter.
In its simplest form, the polarimeter consists of two prisms of Iceland
spar cut through and reunited in a definite way ; the best known and
simplest of these is the Nicol's prism or, shortly, nicol.1 One of the prisms,
behind which a source of light is placed, is fixed and has the function of
polarising the light passing through it, and is thus termed the polarizer.
The other, in front of which is the observer's eye, is rotatable on its axis
and is furnished with an index moving over a graduated circle ; this is
named the analyser, as it permits of the determination of the rotation which
the polarised light has undergone. When the planes of polarisation of the
two prisms are parallel, the analyser allows the polarised rays to pass, but
when the analyser is rotated, -it no longer permits of the complete passage
of the rays and the light reaching the eye is weakened. The extent of the
weakening increases as the analyser is turned until no light passes when
the analyser occupies a position at right angles to its original one ; when
this is the case the index should be at the zero of the graduated circle.
If an optically active substance is now interposed between the two
prisms, the plane of polarisation is deviated by a certain angle and the
field becomes more or less highly illuminated ; it is rendered dark again by
rotation of the analyser, the extent of this rotation being read off on the
graduated circle.
In practice, observations are made easier and more exact by the intro-
duction into the polariser of arrangements and devices such that the field
visible through the eye-piece is divided into two or more zones, these
being equally iUtunmated only for a definite position of the analyser. This
position is easy to fix exactly, since the Hhe of separation of the zones is
then scarcely visible, whereas a slight displacement causes the immediate
appearance of the contrast between the differently illuminated zones.
Such position is taken as the standard, and since in it there is neither dark-
ness nor a maximum of light, the apparatus is known as a half-shadow
polarimeter.
One of the commonest of these is that of Laurent, shown in Fig. 40
and, as regards its essential optical parts, in Fig. 39.
The Laurent polarimeter consists of a foot supporting a horizontal metallic
1 This is a prism of Iceland spar, about three times as long as thick, with an angle
of 68°, cut diagonaEy so as to divide it into two right-angled triangular prisms, which
are then reunited with Canada balsam. When a ray of light penetrates the prism, of
the two refracted rays, the ordinary undergoes total reflection at the layer of balsam,
whilst the extraordinary passes through the prism polarised,
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